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Abstract This paper describes the coupling between a

mesoscale numerical weather prediction model, the

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, and a

Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Model, the Stochastic

Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport (STILT) model. The

primary motivation for developing this coupled model has

been to reduce transport errors in continental-scale top–

down estimates of terrestrial greenhouse gas fluxes.

Examples of the model’s application are shown here for

backward trajectory computations originating at CO2

measurement sites in North America. Owing to its unique

features, including meteorological realism and large sup-

port base, good mass conservation properties, and a real-

istic treatment of convection within STILT, the WRF–

STILT model offers an attractive tool for a wide range of

applications, including inverse flux estimates, flight plan-

ning, satellite validation, emergency response and source

attribution, air quality, and planetary exploration.

1 Introduction

The work of Uliasz (1993) demonstrated that coupling a

Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Model (LPDM) to a

numerical weather prediction (NWP) model offers the best

tool for realistic atmospheric transport simulations on

regional, continental and, under some circumstances, glo-

bal scales. The use of Lagrangian Particle Dispersion

Models (LPDMs) can be traced back to earlier examples,

such as Yamada and Bunker (1988) and Pielke et al.

(1983). A review of the mathematical and physical foun-

dations of stochastic turbulence modeling can be found in

Rodean (1996). The Lagrangian approach, both in the

forward and backward (receptor-oriented) mode (Seibert

and Frank 2004), is the method of choice when dealing

with highly localized sources or receptors, while NWP

models offer the most realistic wind fields with which to

drive the LPDM. Current applications include air quality

(Draxler and Hess 1997), emergency response and source

attribution (Buckley 2000; Seibert and Frank 2004), sur-

face flux estimates (Flesch et al. 1995; Gerbig et al. 2003),

validation and analysis of satellite data (Worden et al.

2007; Avey et al. 2007), and flight planning (Forster et al.

2004; Lin et al. 2007). Future applications may include

biogenic source attribution on Mars, envisioned as moti-

vation for the spacecraft missions planned for the next

decade (Calvin et al. 2007).

In view of the recognized potential of coupled LPDM/

NWP models and prompted by the Chernobyl disaster,

several such models have been developed and are currently

supported and extensively used. The availability of multi-

ple models is highly beneficial, as a model-ensemble

approach is a very promising way of reducing transport

uncertainties in dispersion modeling (e.g., Galmarini et al.

2004). Of particular note are the Colorado State University
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LPDM coupled to the Regional Atmospheric Modeling

System (RAMS) model (Uliasz 1993; Cotton et al. 2003;

Pielke et al. 1992; Buckley 2000) and the FLEXPART

model coupled to the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecast (ECMWF) and the Weather Research

and Forecasting (WRF) models (Stohl et al. 2005). A third

coupled LPDM/NWP model, the Stochastic Time-Inverted

Lagrangian Transport (STILT) model coupled to the WRF

model, forms the focus of this paper. The STILT model

was originally developed for carbon science applications,

but it should be attractive to a wide range of research and

operational applications. Given its large existing and

potential user base, we believe that a documentation of the

coupled WRF–STILT model, highlighting its unique

aspects, will be helpful to the community. With this in

mind, in this paper we will describe the numerical aspects

of the coupling between the STILT and WRF models and

present some general results demonstrating the perfor-

mance of the coupled model, particularly with regard to

mass conservation. Given that the WRF model is used

extensively in both operational and research settings in the

US and worldwide, this large support and user base assures

that the coupled WRF–STILT model will ‘‘grow’’ with new

advances in the LPDM and NWP fields.

2 WRF–STILT coupling

The STILT model, based on the HYSPLIT model devel-

oped at NOAA’s Air Resources Laboratory (Draxler and

Hess 1997, 1998), is described in Lin et al. (2003), while the

WRF model is described in Skamarock and Klemp (2008)

and extensively documented in Skamarock et al. (2005).

Consequently, in this section, we confine ourselves to

describing those aspects of both models that are directly

relevant to the coupling between them. This coupling uti-

lizes concepts and approaches developed for the coupling

between the STILT model and another widely used meso-

scale model, the RAMS model in its Brazil implementation

BRAMS (Brazilian RAMS) (Freitas et al. 2005, 2009;

Medvigy et al. 2005). Recently, STILT has been coupled to

ECMWF forecasts (Gerbig et al. 2008). Besides WRF,

RAMS, and ECMWF, the STILT model is currently con-

figured to be driven by meteorological fields produced by

the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

global and regional data assimilation systems. The ability of

utilizing fields produced by different meteorological drivers

allows for in-depth model intercomparison studies. The

results presented in this paper have been obtained using

version 2.1.2 of the Eulerian mass-coordinate dynamical

core of WRF, which is part of the Advanced Research WRF

supported by the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR). As this version does not support nudging, we

employed a series of overlapping 30-h runs to produce

continuous simulations for months at a time (see Sect. 3.1).

More recent applications (see Sect. 4) have used version 2.2

(which includes nudging capabilities) and version 3.0.

2.1 STILT model grids

To minimize errors resulting from horizontal interpolation

of model variables, the STILT model is designed to per-

form all computation on the horizontal grid of the meteo-

rological input dataset. (Particles that reach the edge of the

model grid are terminated; in applications using nested

grids, computations are restarted using meteorological

fields from outer nests.) Currently supported map projec-

tions are conformal, including polar stereographic, Mer-

cator, and Lambert (the latter has been used in the work

described herein). By default, the code assumes that all

model variables are located at the same mesh points, i.e.,

that there is no staggering of mass and momentum vari-

ables in the horizontal. Input datasets from models using

staggered grids must thus be either interpolated to an un-

staggered grid or special handling must be implemented

within the STILT code whenever staggered variables

(usually the horizontal wind components) are interpolated

to trajectory locations. The latter approach is taken in

STILT for the BRAMS and WRF model input.

The STILT/HYSPLIT models use a r–z vertical coor-

dinate, defined as

r ¼ ztop � zmsl

ztop�zgl

ð1Þ

where ztop is the model top height, zmsl is the height of the

model level (above mean sea level, MSL), and zgl is the

height of the model terrain (above MSL). In the default

mode, the STILT model uses a set of vertical coordinates

values in which the grid level index k and model level

height above ground for a gridpoint at MSL are related

through a quadratic relationship (Draxler and Hess 1997)

h � zmsl � zgl ¼ ak2 þ bk þ c ð2Þ

with a = 30 m, b = -25 m, and c = 5 m and ztop = 25 km.

The default mode is employed when STILT is driven by

pressure-level analyses, e.g., outside of the domain covered

by WRF or another mesoscale model. For runs driven by

WRF or ECMWF winds, the values of h are specified in a

separate file, while for NWP models employing the r–z

vertical coordinate, such as RAMS, their model levels are

used directly in STILT.

2.2 STILT input variables

The most important meteorological variables required for

trajectory calculations in STILT are vertical profiles of the
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horizontal and vertical wind components. The horizontal

winds (in m s-1) are converted internally to grid lengths/

min, whereas the vertical velocity is converted from the

meteorological input to its internal representation of dr/dt.

In addition, profiles of temperature, pressure, and humidity

are needed and converted internally to pressure, virtual

potential temperature, relative humidity, and air density.

Variables at the surface needed for the computation of

sigma-level profiles are the terrain height, pressure, and

temperature.

Additional two-dimensional fields are used for the

determination of turbulence parameters (such as surface

roughness length; latent and sensible heat flux at the sur-

face; friction velocity). The height of the planetary

boundary layer can be either computed internally in

STILT, or provided as an input from the meteorological

model. Other two-dimensional fields (such as radiative

fluxes at the surface) are used in coupling the STILT output

to biosphere models (e.g., for carbon cycle applications).

Coupling of the parameterization of deep moist convection

within RAMS or WRF with the convective flux parame-

terization within STILT requires additional variables, as

described in Sect. 2.7.

2.3 WRF model grids

The computational grid of the WRF model is regularly

spaced in one of several possible map projections,

including the STILT-supported conformal projections

(polar stereographic, Mercator, and Lambert). A global

latitude–longitude grid option is also available starting with

version 3.0. These grids may be nested, but each nest is

output separately and treated as a separate grid in STILT.

The vertical coordinate used by the WRF model is a ter-

rain-following pressure–sigma coordinate system based on

the dry hydrostatic pressure pdh. It is defined as

g ¼ pdh � pdht

ld

; where ld � pdhs � pdht: ð3Þ

Here pdhs and pdht are the dry hydrostatic pressure at the

surface and the model top, respectively. Note that the

symbol g has been adopted by the WRF developers for this

coordinate system, although it is different from the tradi-

tional g coordinate (UCAR 2000).

2.4 WRF wind and thermodynamic variables

The standard output provided by the WRF model includes

instantaneous values of the grid-relative horizontal wind

components (u, v) and the geometric vertical velocity dz/dt

(all three components in m s-1) at the staggered grid

locations of the Arakawa C-grid (Arakawa and Lamb

1977). The WRF–STILT interface provides the option to

use these velocities, in which case only minor changes are

required to the WRF model code.

The WRF model equations are formulated as perturba-

tion equations with respect to a dry hydrostatic reference

state at rest. Thermodynamic quantities available in the

standard WRF model output include the (full or perturba-

tion) potential temperature, the base state and perturbation

pressure, and the water vapor mixing ratio. Additional

WRF model variables are required by the WRF–STILT

interface to permit computation of the WRF model level

heights (see Sect. 2.1). They include the dry inverse density

ad, needed for the integration of the WRF hydrostatic

equation

oU
og
¼ �adld ð4Þ

and the base state and perturbation values of ld.

2.5 WRF mass-coupled wind variables

Aside from the accuracy of the meteorological fields, an

important requirement for the meteorological input fields

for an LPDM is that they conserve mass (Lin et al. 2003).

While the WRF and other NWP models usually conserve

mass internally to a high degree, this can no longer be

guaranteed if the model variables are transformed and

temporally and spatially interpolated (by the NWP model’s

postprocessing and/or the LPDM’s preprocessing routines).

To minimize these problems, the WRF–STILT interface

provides the option to make use of time-averaged values of

the mass-coupled velocities used internally by WRF for the

advection of passive scalars. The mass-coupled horizontal

velocities (U, V) are defined as

U ¼ uld=m; V ¼ vld=m ð5Þ

where (u, v) are the grid-relative wind components, and m

is the map scale factor. A coupled vertical velocity is

similarly defined as

X ¼ ld=mð Þdg
dt
: ð6Þ

The time stepping used in the WRF model for the slow

(non-acoustic) modes is a third-order Runge–Kutta

scheme. Acoustic tendencies (terms of the compressible

governing equations that admit sound waves) are stepped

on a shorter time step, using deviations from the last large

time step values of the Runge–Kutta scheme. Passive

scalars are advected using values of U, V, and X that are

time-averaged over the acoustic steps. For use by the

STILT model, U, V, and X are further averaged over all

large time steps within the output interval of the WRF

model (this is a user-specified parameter; experiments

reported here used an interval of 1 h). These time-averaged
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mass-coupled winds (U, V, and X), along with the

convective fluxes discussed in Sect. 2.7, are the only

fields averaged in time between output times; all other

fields, including the un-coupled wind components (u, v, w),

are output as instantaneous values.

2.6 Vertical interpolation and variable transformation

In order to utilize WRF fields, the STILT source code

primarily required modifications in its meteorological input

module and in the interpolation of the input profiles to the

STILT model levels. Additional changes, which are not

described in detail here, were required throughout a num-

ber of modules to account for the horizontal and vertical

staggering of the wind components, and the treatment of

time-averaged rather than instantaneous model values.

Both of these aspects are quite similar to the provisions for

the RAMS model input.

The meteorological input module was modified to pro-

cess the required and optional WRF model fields. Base

state and perturbation quantities of pressure and ld are

combined to full values in this module. In order to perform

the vertical interpolation from WRF to STILT model lev-

els, the height above terrain of the STILT kth model level is

first computed using Eq. 1.

hk � zmsl;k � zgl ¼ 1� rkð Þ ztop � zgl

� �
ð7Þ

The corresponding height above ground for the input WRF

mass model levels is obtained by upward integration of

Eq. 4

Dzk ¼ hk � hk�1 ¼ �
1

g
ld�adDgk ð8Þ

where Dgk is the spacing of the WRF mass levels, and �ad is

the layer-average value of ad, computed from the mass

level values as in Skamarock et al. (2005, Eq. 3.28). The

WRF mass level model variables are then interpolated

linearly in height from the WRF mass levels to the STILT

model levels. The vertical interpolations are a potential

source of error and non-conservation of mass; however,

sensitivity tests using choices of STILT levels that either

minimized or maximized the amount of interpolation from

WRF to STILT levels showed that there was little impact

on either computed trajectories or mass conservation

diagnostics.

2.7 Accounting for convection in STILT

The effects of moist convection need to be parameterized

in NWP model simulations that use horizontal grid spac-

ings that do not permit a realistic explicit simulation of

convective motions (typically resolutions of 10 km or

coarser require parameterizations, and resolutions of 2 km

or less are required for realistic explicit simulations of

convection). Modern LPDMs account for the impact of

parameterized moist convective motions on particle dis-

persion (e.g., Forster et al. 2007). (The effects of dry

convective overturning are treated separately by the sto-

chastic velocity components derived from boundary layer

turbulence parameters.) In its original implementation, the

STILT model either ignored the impact of moist convective

motions on the trajectory calculations or treated them in a

simplistic way to create an upper bound by vertically

mixing all cells with positive convective available potential

energy (CAPE) up throughout the entire unstable layer

(defined by the limit of convection) (Gerbig et al. 2003).

The availability in both the RAMS and WRF models of

moist convective mass fluxes, parameterized using the

Grell et al. (1994) or Grell and Devenyi (2002) schemes,

allows for a more sophisticated approach, in which the

STILT model takes detailed account of moist convective

mass fluxes in the dispersion of particles, incorporating the

vertical profiles of up- and downdrafts, and detrainment

and entrainment fluxes between the environment and con-

vective elements. This scheme, originally for the STILT/

BRAMS coupling, extends the method described by Freitas

et al. (2000). A distinguishing aspect of this scheme is that

it directly uses the moist convective mass fluxes generated

by the NWP model in a stochastic fashion (particle has a

higher probability by a specific mass flux, with probability

in direct proportion to the magnitude of the mass flux), and

the WRF and BRAMS models have been modified to

output them in a format compatible with STILT.

2.7.1 Convective fluxes in WRF

In the WRF model, the Grell–Devenyi scheme (Grell and

Devenyi 2002) at the time was implemented for deep moist

convection only (shallow, non-precipitating convection

was not yet implemented). The scheme uses a 144-member

ensemble of parameterizations, allowing for 3 different

values of precipitation efficiency, 3 different values for a

numerical parameter related to the cloud base mass flux

normalization, and 16 different closure assumptions.

Within the scheme, all computed convective fluxes are

normalized by the cloud base mass flux. The normalized

fluxes are averaged over the ensemble members, and then

scaled by the ensemble-averaged cloud base mass flux.

The Grell–Devenyi scheme is a mass flux scheme, in

which the grid-cell average of the updraft mass flux profile

is given by

muðz; kÞ ¼ mbðkÞguðz; kÞ ð9Þ

where k denotes the ensemble member, mb is the mass flux

at cloud base, and gu is the normalized updraft mass flux

profile. Similarly, the downdraft mass flux is given by
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mdðz; kÞ ¼ moðkÞgdðz; kÞ ð10Þ

where mo is the mass flux at the originating level of the

downdraft. mo is related to the cloud base mass flux mb

through a parameter e that depends on the precipitation

efficiency (1 - b), the total condensation in the updraft I1,

and the evaporation in the downdraft I2 (Grell 1993,

Eq. A.24)

moðkÞ ¼ eðkÞmbðkÞ ¼
bðkÞI1ðkÞmbðkÞ

I2ðkÞ
: ð11Þ

The vertical profiles of the normalized up- and downdraft

mass fluxes are controlled by the fractional entrainment

and detrainment rates, which are then used to arrive at the

final values of entrainment and detrainment rates based on

additional assumptions about entrainment and detrainment

at the top and bottom of the up- and downdrafts. The

entrainment and detrainment mass fluxes are used for the

computation of convectively induced tendencies of the

environment. Details of this computation, and the mass

budget of the convective fluxes, are shown in Grell (1993,

Fig. B1). An internal consistency check for mass conser-

vation is included in the scheme.

2.7.2 Convective fluxes within STILT

For the Grell-type convection schemes, STILT uses verti-

cal profiles of the mass flux within the updrafts and

downdrafts, and the entrainment of mass from the envi-

ronment into the up- and downdrafts (and detrainment into

the environment from the up- and downdrafts). The up- and

downdraft mass fluxes (in kg m-2 s-1) are given at the

staggered model levels, while the entrainment and

detrainment fluxes (also in kg m-2 s-1) are defined at mass

levels, representing the change in up- or downdraft mass

flux over the layer depth due to entrainment and detrain-

ment. The grid-cell averages of up- and downdraft mass

fluxes at cloud base are converted to a fractional coverage,

using the square root of TKE as updraft velocity (with the

PBL scheme used in the experiments reported here, TKE is

not available from the WRF output, and an assumed value

of 1 m s-1 is used instead). Vertical profiles of up- and

downdraft vertical velocity are then derived from the flux

profiles and the (vertically constant) fractional coverage of

the up- and downdrafts. The vertical profiles of the up- and

downdraft mass fluxes, and their changes due to entrain-

ment and detrainment, are used to compute the probability

of individual particles being located within the environ-

ment or in an up- or downdraft.

Rigorous tests to ensure adherence to the well-mixed

criterion were conducted during the development and

implementation of the convective scheme in STILT. The

well-mixed criterion is a physical principle that states

particles in a LPDM should maintain a well-mixed distri-

bution that follows the profile of atmospheric density, a

direct consequence of the second law of thermodynamics

(Thomson 1987). Tests involved large ensembles of 10,000

particles, initially well mixed in the vertical, with their

convective motion integrated over long times (up to several

weeks) in real convective cases to ensure well-mixedness

within the column.

To support the use of WRF-generated convective mass

fluxes, changes were needed in the computation of the

vertical levels passed to the Grell convection subroutine in

STILT, since the existing RAMS implementation assumed

that the fluxes were available at the staggered vertical grid

of the RAMS model data. In addition, the vertical inter-

polation routine for WRF input data had to be augmented

to support a remapping of the mass fluxes to the STILT

model levels. As was the case for the vertical velocity, the

wind-level up- and downdraft mass fluxes are interpolated

to the staggered STILT levels, while the entrainment and

detrainment fluxes are redistributed to the STILT layers.

3 Sample results

The WRF–STILT interface has been extensively used

during CO2 simulations over the Northeastern United

States. The experimental setup for these simulations is

described in the next section, followed by a discussion of

selected results that illustrate general aspects of the WRF–

STILT model, including mass conservation and sensitivity

to model resolution and the treatment of convection.

Additional applications are discussed in Sect. 4.

3.1 Experimental setup

The results presented in this paper were obtained using

version 2.1.2 of the Advanced Research WRF (ARW)

(Skamarock et al. 2005), with the following physics

options:

• Radiation: RRTM scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997) for the

longwave and Goddard scheme (Chou and Suarez

1994) for the shortwave.

• Planetary Boundary Layer: Yonsei University (YSU)

scheme coupled with the NOAH land surface model

and the MM5 similarity theory based surface layer

scheme.

• Microphysics: Purdue Lin scheme (Lin et al. 1983;

Chen and Sun 2002).

• Convection: Grell–Devenyi ensemble mass flux scheme

(Grell and Devenyi 2002).

The selected radiation schemes are generally considered

the most accurate choices available in version 2 of WRF.
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The YSU PBL scheme was found by Fast (2005) to per-

form better in estimating the height of the PBL than higher

moment schemes. The choice of the microphysics scheme

is consistent with that of Fast (2005), while the choice of

the cumulus convection scheme enabled us to include the

computed convective mass fluxes in the meteorological

input fields for STILT, as described in Sect. 2.7.

The outer model domain with a grid resolution of 40 km

was chosen to cover most of the continental North America

using a Lambert conformal projection (see Fig. 1). In

addition, a nested domain with 8-km grid resolution was

placed over the NOAA Earth System Research Tall Tower

CO2 monitoring station near Argyle, Maine (45.03�N,

68.68�W), using one-way nesting. All runs described here

used 30 levels. For these simulations, the Grell–Devenyi

scheme was used at both the 40 and 8 km resolutions. At

8 km, the resolution is near the limit of applicability for

convective parameterizations, but still above the resolution

where moist convection can be simulated explicitly. Model

results were output hourly. North American Regional

Reanalysis fields (NARR, Mesinger et al. 2006) were used

for initial and lateral boundary condition data. The NARR

fields are generated using the NCEP regional data analysis

system (EDAS), and are available on a 32-km Lambert

conformal grid. A series of free-running forecasts were

used to generate continuous meteorological fields for May

through September of 2004. Each forecast was started at 00

UTC, and hours 6–30 of the forecast were used (thus

avoiding spin-up artifacts and other transients during the

first 6 h).

3.2 Verification of meteorological fields

For a statistical evaluation, we compute verification sta-

tistics both against radiosonde observations and gridded

analysis fields. The set of radiosonde observations used in

this analysis is shown in Fig. 2. The comparison against the

radiosondes uses the STILT trajectory model: for each

station location, observation level, and time, the trajectory

model is run for a brief integration time, and the corre-

sponding zonal and meridional displacements are then

compared against the observed zonal and meridional

winds. This approach, while computationally slow, has the

advantage that it directly uses the ARL-formatted input

meteorological files used by STILT, and can thus be

directly applied to any of the various meteorological inputs

compatible with STILT, regardless of what grid structure

or model variables are used. It also provides a test of the

way the meteorological information is actually used in the

trajectory model.

A comparison of the WRF fields against gridded anal-

ysis allows a more detailed examination of the evolution of

the forecast error with lead-time, and of its dependence on

vertical level. For a densely sampled region like the North

Fig. 1 WRF domains. Shown

in red are the locations of two

measurement sites: the Argyle

tower in Maine and the WLEF

tower in Park Falls, Wisconsin

Fig. 2 Radiosonde locations used in the verification statistics. Green
outlines denote longitude–latitude limits for grid points used in the

gridded verification statistics, referred to as the Northeast US (outer
green box) and inner domain (inner green box)
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American continent, radiosonde observations still consti-

tute the most important data source for the analysis,

although other observations and information propagated by

the forecast model may lead to non-trivial differences. For

the area of the Northeast US bounded by the outer green

box in Fig. 2, error statistics were accumulated for all

NARR analysis grid points contained within this box. The

gridpoint statistics used (instantaneous, not time-averaged)

WRF model results interpolated in space to the analysis

grid points.

Sample statistics obtained using both methods (using all

the stations and grid points within the outer green box in

Fig. 2) are shown in Fig. 3 for a total of 32 forecasts

between 1 June and 10 July 2004. Results are shown sep-

arately for forecast valid times at 12 UTC (this corresponds

to a 12-h forecast for the WRF fields) and 00 UTC

(corresponding to a 24-h WRF forecast). As expected, the

WRF errors are larger at the 24-h forecast lead-time than at

12 h. The gridded error statistics show generally smaller

error magnitudes than those based on radiosondes, but they

show the same qualitative dependence on level and forecast

lead-time. It is unclear whether the differences are due to

the differences in the verification procedure, the fact that

the verifying analyses are also used as initial and boundary

conditions for the WRF forecast (however, given the size

of the outer WRF domain, the influence of the lateral

boundary conditions is not likely a major factor at 12 and

24 h into the forecast), or simply the result of sampling

differences.

A more complete picture of the forecast error growth

over the entire 30-h forecast length is shown in Fig. 4. Lin

et al. (2007) found qualitatively similar error growth of

Fig. 3 Verification statistics for

WRF forecasts valid at 12 UTC

(left panel) and 24 UTC (right
panel, note change in scale).

Shown are errors for the

Northeast US based on

radiosonde (circles) and NARR

analysis (triangles)

comparisons, for the u- (solid
lines) and v-wind (dashed lines)

components

Fig. 4 Evolution of RMS

forecast errors with respect to

NARR analyses over the

Northeast US. Errors are shown

for the u- (solid lines) and

v-wind components (dashed
lines), at pressure levels

925 hPa (circles), 700 hPa

(triangles), 500 hPa (cross), and

300 hPa (multisymbol)
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forecast winds compared to radiosonde observations for

mesoscale models during May/June 2003 (because of dif-

ferences in averaging, results are not directly comparable).

In more recent work (see Sect. 4), nudging of the forecast

to gridded analyses was used to limit this error growth.

Radiosonde verification statistics were also computed

for the WRF fields from the inner domain, for the same

dates and times as shown in Fig. 3 (gridded verification

statistics were not computed for the inner domain, since the

verifying analysis is only available at a coarser resolution).

The results are shown in Fig. 5. For comparison, the error

statistics for the coarse-resolution WRF forecasts, com-

puted for the same times and radiosondes, are also shown

Fig. 5. There is no clear benefit of using higher horizontal

resolution in terms of these statistics, with smaller errors at

some levels (400 and 300 hPa), and larger errors at others

(850 hPa). However, there are cases where using nested

fields has a large effect on simulated trajectories, as is

shown in the next section.

Another aspect of the meteorological simulation with a

large effect on the realism of dispersion computations is the

representation of the turbulent mixing in the planetary

boundary layer (PBL), particularly the PBL height. Error

statistics similar to those for the radiosonde winds can be

computed for PBL heights. However, estimates of PBL

heights from radiosondes are limited by the insufficient

temporal sampling, and more accurate and frequent esti-

mates from alternative observing platforms (e.g., boundary

layer profilers) are limited to special field experiments.

3.3 Trajectory results

One of the motivations for using the WRF model fields was

that it is possible to include nested domains with increased

resolution near the receptor site (back trajectories shown

here were computed for the 107 m AGL level of the Argyle

tower), where the details of the smaller-scale circulations

can play an important role in the simulated trajectories. The

Fig. 5 As Fig. 4, except for

radiosonde locations over the

inner domain box in Fig. 2, for

coarse resolution (circles 40-km

grid spacing) and high-

resolution (triangles 8-km grid

spacing) WRF fields, for

20 days in June 2004

Fig. 6 Particle locations for 30-

h back trajectories from Argyle,

23 UTC 23 June 2004, using

coarse resolution (green) and

nested (blue) WRF model fields.

The nested domain boundary is

shown as a blue line
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effect of using nested versus coarse-resolution input fields

on the resulting trajectories is particularly dramatic for the

case shown in Fig. 6 (back trajectories starting at 23 UTC

on 23 June 2004). A substantial number of trajectories

computed using coarse-resolution fields approach the

Argyle tower from the South and Southeast, abutting the

coastline, whereas the higher resolution fields result in

trajectories that approach straight from the West. The

synoptic situation for this case is characterized by a weak

surface low with a trough line extending northward into

Maine. There are important differences in how this feature

is resolved in the coarse and nested WRF model output

fields, which results in low-level flow from the North at

Argyle in the nested WRF output, and a flow more from the

East in the coarse-resolution WRF fields. An additional

factor causing differences in the trajectories is that the

nested WRF fields have much stronger vertical velocities

(not shown here), resulting in a much larger proportion of

particles at higher levels in the nested run, where winds are

predominantly from the west.

The effects of including the convective mass fluxes in

the trajectory calculations are generally small for the mid-

latitude surface locations we have examined. A case that

did show some sensitivity was for a receptor at the Argyle

location on 18 UTC 16 July 2004. Figure 7 shows results

for the 30-h back trajectories in this case. As is evident

from the top left panel, the vertical distribution of the

particles from trajectory computations with and without

convective mass fluxes begin to diverge after 18 h, i.e., at

00 UTC. An examination of the 6-h period between 24 and

30 h backward trajectory time (12–18 UTC on 15 July)

shows the particles in an area of convective activity pre-

dicted by the WRF model. The spatial distribution and

magnitude of the WRF-predicted convective precipitation

agrees well with the corresponding Stage IV precipitation

analysis in this case. Stage IV precipitation analyses, which

are produced operationally by River Forecast Centers and

mosaiced into a national 4-km resolution grid by the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP),

are based on multi-sensor precipitation analyses combining

Fig. 7 Effect of convective precipitation on computed trajectories.

Top left time series of 10th and 90th (dotted), 25th and 75th (dashed),

and 50th (solid) percentiles of height above ground for the particles

along back trajectories beginning at 18 UTC 16 July 2004, shown in

red for the case with convection, and in blue for the case without

convection. Top right particles locations between 24 and 30 h back

trajectory time, shown in red for the convective case, and overplotted

in blue for the case without convection. Bottom left stage IV observed

precipitation (kg/m2) between 12 and 18 UTC 15 July 2004. Bottom
right WRF-predicted convective precipitation (kg/m2) between 12

and 18 UTC 15 July 2004
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radar precipitation estimates, raingauge data, and manual

quality control (additional information is available at

http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/mmb/ylin/pcpanl/).

The impact on the trajectory locations is too small to be

readily apparent in the plot of particle positions shown in

Fig. 7. A more relevant measure related to the sensitivity of

simulated CO2 concentration on surface fluxes is the

‘‘footprint’’. As defined in Lin et al. (2003), it provides the

concentration change (in parts per million, ppm) at the

receptor for a unit surface flux (in lmol m-2s-1) persisting

over a given time interval; its units are ppm lmol-1m2s. A

plot of the footprints for the same 6-h time period as in

Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8. The effect is small, but not

negligible, in this case.

3.4 Mass conservation

As discussed in Sect. 2.5, spatial and temporal interpola-

tions of model fields and variable transformations from the

variables used in the NWP model to those used in the

LPDM can lead to fields that no longer conserve mass,

particularly when instantaneous wind fields are used. To

diagnose the lack of mass conservation in the meteoro-

logical input fields (and apply a first-order correction), the

terms in the mass continuity equation are evaluated from

the available wind and density fields, and the cumulative

mass violation is tallied within STILT for each particle

(Lin et al. 2003). To test the degree to which mass is

conserved using WRF fields, 2-day back trajectories were

computed from the Argyle tower for six arbitrarily chosen

times in July (08 UTC, 08 July; 15 UTC, 11 July; 22 UTC,

14 July; 05 UTC, 18 July; 12 UTC, 21 July; 19 UTC, 24

July), using 1,000 particles each. The distribution of the

cumulative fractional change in mass dmass (equal to 1 for

perfect mass conservation, and equal to 0.5 for a 50% loss

of mass) is shown in Fig. 9 for trajectories computed using

the outer domain WRF fields, using either time-averaged

(mass-coupled) winds or instantaneous winds, and using

global NCEP analysis fields. Using time-averaged winds

results in much better mass conservation properties of the

interpolated wind fields, with WRF fields going from being

Fig. 8 Footprints for the trajectories with convection shown in Fig. 7, plotted for values between 10-7 and 1 using a logarithmic color scale (left
panel). The right panel shows the percentage difference between convective and non-convective footprints for footprints exceeding 10-3

Fig. 9 Histogram of mass conservation parameter dmass at the end

of 2-day trajectories for 6 dates in July 2004, using global analysis

fields (anal-fnl), and outer domain WRF instantaneous wind veloc-

ities (wrf-winds) and time-averaged fluxes (wrf-avgflx)
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worse than the global analysis fields to being noticeably

better.

By design, the dmass diagnostic only tests the mass

conservation properties of the gridded component of the

total wind field driving the trajectory calculations. A more

comprehensive test of mass conservation, involving both

the gridded and the stochastic components, is given by the

well-mixed criterion (see Sect. 2.7.2). Violations of the

well-mixed criterion cause unphysical accumulations of

particles in low turbulence regions or at boundaries, lead-

ing to erroneous simulations of tracer concentrations. Our

implementation of this test, based on explicit forward and

backward trajectories, follows the procedure outlined by

Lin et al. (2003). The backward trajectories for the six

receptors used for Fig. 9 were used to define a source

region for the receptor location. For each receptor, the

source region was then subdivided into longitude–latitude

boxes, and an equally sized box was placed around the

Argyle receptor location. Back trajectories were then

computed for a total of 15,000 particles, using receptor

locations randomly placed within a three-dimensional

receptor box of 100-m depth centered at the Argyle tower

height of 107 m above ground. For each of the previously

identified source boxes (further subdivided into 100-m

vertical intervals from 0 to 1 km) with a minimum of 10

particles originating from it, forward trajectories were then

computed, using 15,000 particles from randomly chosen

locations inside the source box. For perfect adherence to

the well-mixed criterion, the number of particles found to

originate from the source box in the back trajectories would

be equal to the number of particles in the forward trajec-

tories that arrive in the receptor box. A scatterplot of

corresponding forward and backward trajectory particle

counts is shown in Fig. 10 for the WRF outer domain

Fig. 10 Scatterplot of forward–backward trajectory particle counts.

Top left WRF time-averaged winds; top right WRF instantaneous

winds, bottom left global analysis fields. The regression line

(geometric mean of forward regressed against backward and vice

versa) is dashed, the 1:1 line is solid. Text box shows the number of

data points in the plots, the correlation coefficient, and the slope of the

geometric mean regression line
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instantaneous winds and time-averaged winds. Also shown

are the results for the operational NCEP global analysis

fields (also referred to as ‘‘FNL’’). Both sets of trajectories

computed using instantaneous winds have large scatter and

small correlation coefficients, with significantly better

correlations for the WRF time-averaged winds (the 95%

confidence intervals for the correlation coefficients are

(0.36, 0.46) for the analysis trajectories, (0.48, 0.57) for the

WRF winds trajectories, and (0.80, 0.84) for the WRF

time-averaged winds trajectories). The slope of the

regression line is also closer to the perfect slope for the

WRF time-averaged winds. The regression line slopes for

FNL (and, to a lesser extent, for the WRF instantaneous

winds) show considerable variability when computed sep-

arately for the six receptors (the large slope and low

aggregate correlation shown in Fig. 10 are largely caused

by large slopes on 18 July and 21 July); however, the

regression line slopes for the WRF time-averaged winds

were quite consistent. These results thus confirm the con-

clusion reached from the analysis of the dmass diagnostic,

that the use of time-averaged winds from WRF is crucial

for mass-conserving LPDM trajectory computations.

4 Summary and future work

A description of the coupled WRF–STILT Lagrangian

particle mesoscale modeling system is provided, and its

performance is illustrated for a carbon budget study over

the North American continent. The use of (nonstandard)

time-averaged, mass-coupled velocity fields from the WRF

model was found to be crucial in improving the mass

conservation properties of the coupled modeling system.

Sensitivity to other aspects of the mesoscale model fields,

such as the use of high-resolution nested domains and the

inclusion of convective fluxes, was found to be highly case

dependent. Since uncertainties due to transport errors can

have a large impact on carbon budget computations and

inferred source strengths (Gerbig et al. 2008; Gloor et al.

1999; Lin and Gerbig 2005), this suggests that a case-

dependent evaluation of the sensitivities and associated

uncertainties may be needed for these applications.

The WRF–STILT modeling system has been applied to

a number of other applications. To support the top–down

estimates of surface fluxes of CO2 and other greenhouse

gases from available tower and aircraft measurements of

trace gas concentrations, multi-year simulations at a reso-

lution of 10 km, and down to 2 km for selected tower

locations, have been generated for the North American

continent (Michalak et al. 2007; Gourdji et al. 2009) using

version 2.2 of WRF with nudging to the NARR analysis.

WRF–STILT has been used for estimates of methane fluxes

by Kort et al. (2008) and Zhao et al. (2009), with additional

efforts underway for an expanded analysis of non-CO2

greenhouse gas emissions (e.g., http://nacp.ornl.gov/mast-

dc/int_synth_greenhouse.shtml).

Current work continues on both the WRF and STILT

models. As a community model, WRF continues to evolve

with added capabilities and improved parameterization

packages being added continually (the customizations

described here are included in release 3.2). Of particular

interest to modeling of the carbon cycle are efforts to

improve the radiative transfer computations. For example,

Iacono et al. (2009) evaluated the effect of introducing a

new radiation package into WRF version 3.1 (RRTMG,

Iacono et al. 2008), and documented small but consistent

improvements in the short-wave flux incident at the sur-

face, a critical parameter for modeling the biospheric

uptake of CO2 by photosynthesis. Options to control error

growth now include not only gridpoint nudging, but also

observation and spectral nudging, and the four-dimensional

variational system under development for WRF.

The STILT model has undergone a number of upgrades,

most recently a merging with parts of the latest HYSPLIT

code, resulting in improved handling of nested fields. The

most up-to-date information on the STILT model is avail-

able at http://www.bgc-jena.mpg.de/bgc-systems/projects/

stilt/pmwiki/pmwiki.php.
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